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ABSTRACT
Metabolic Pathways represents organized information about genes, proteins and metabolites.
Wikipathways is a pathway database designed and managed by BigCat which contains both metabolic and
proteomic pathways. The pathways in Wikipathways are of GPML format which is unique to itself.
Wikipathways is an extension of GenMAPP pathway collection.Pathvisio is the only software designed to
interpret and analyse GPML files. Pathways can be directly edited from a java applet editor where you can
draw genes, proteins and their interactions like in any popular drawing tool. It is a static interface which shows
only the pictorial representation of the pathways.Pathvisio++ is a highly interactive web based server which
improves the functionality of Pathvisio, making it highly user friendly and efficient tool for analysing pathways.
It is designed using XML, PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, HTML, Ajax, Perl, Bio Perl, HTML Maps and Apache server
integrated with the WAMP server.It has many features like JavaScript viewer for visualization of pathways,
ontologies for the genes involved in the pathways, modifying cellular location an export the pathways as
annotated table .Pathvisio++ webserver can be browsed at http://scbt.sastra.edu/pathvisio .
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INTRODUCTION
Pathways are represented as networks which provide intuitive views of the myriad of interactions.
They can represent receptor-binding events, protein complexes, phosphorylation reactions, translocations and
transcriptional regulation, with only a minimal set of symbols, lines and arrows These pathways are stored in
different types of file formats like GPML(GenMap Mark-up Language), SBML (1), XML(Extensible Mark-up
Language) etc. There are many databases to store to store such formatslike Wiki pathways, KEGG
(2).Wikipathways(3)is a pathway database designed and managed by BigCat which contains both metabolic
and proteomic pathways. Wiki Pathways thus presents a new model for pathway databases that enhances and
complements on-going efforts, such as KEGG, Reactome(4) and Pathway Commons. The pathways in
Wikipathways are of GPML format which is unique to itself. Wikipathways is an extension of GenMAPP(5)
pathway collection. Building on the same MediaWiki software that powers Wikipedia, we added a custom
graphical pathway editing tool and integrated databases covering major gene(6), protein, and small molecule
systems(7). The familiar web-based format of Wiki Pathways greatly reduces the barrier to participate in
pathway curation. More importantly, the open, public approach of Wiki Pathways allows for broader
participation by the entire community, ranging from students to senior experts in each field. This approach
also shifts the bulk of peer review, editorial curation, and maintenance to the community.PathVisio, a
standalone pathway editor and pathway analysis tool. Besides drawing pathways, it can be used to visualize
data. PathVisio is suitable for the creation andexploration of pathways, while relying on GenMAPP for
visualization of experimental data and MAPPFinder for statistical analysis(8). PathVisio is written in the Java
programming language as opposed to Visual Basic. Thus, PathVisio is cross-platform, easier to integrate with
other scientific software (often written in Java), and works with web technologies suchas Java applets and Java
Web start. The existing GenMAPP pathway archive can be used in PathVisio and other GPML-compliant
programs. GPML has already been extended with new shapes and the capability to define relationships
between nodes, allowing a network view of the pathway. Because of the novel features of GPML, it is
preferable to use this format for pathway storage even if the MAPP format is used in later analysis steps

Figure 1: A biological pathway as represented by PathVisio has three main classes of objects:
Data Nodes, Lines and Shapes. (A)Data nodes can represent genes, proteins Metabolites (B) Data Nodes can be linked to
an online database.(C) Various shapes and text labels can be used to explain the pathway.(D) Pathways are stored in the
GPML file format.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A)PATHVISIO++ Implementation:
In Pathvisio++, the GPML file is read with the help of PHP and various data nodes are extracted like
shapes, labels, data nodes and lines as separate entities. It uses the in-built library functions to extract all the
XML tags present in the GPML file of our interest. Now all the entities that are extracted are stored as arrays
which are used to construct the pathway diagram using PHP GD module. PHP(9) cannot be executed without a
server and it needs a powerful server like Apache web server to be executed. Pathvisio++ makes use of PHP in
almost all the scripts i.e. the pathway image creation and the linking among modules with their corresponding
Perl scripts.MySQL(10) is the relational database management (RDBMS) that runs on the web server and acts
as the backend for all the modules. It provides multi-user access to a number of databases Pathvisio++ is one
such profile constructed using MySQL. The cellular location module makes use of MySQL which is connected
through a PHP script to interact with the backend. Pathvisio++ receives the XML formatted data in the form of
a GPML file from Wiki pathways and that acts as the input for the PHP GD module to convert it into a JPEG file
as a pictorial representation. Pathvisio++ make use of AJAX(11) in retrieving information about which GPML
file has been uploaded in the server for analysis from the browser cookie.The tool has used JavaScript(12)
mainly for the visualisation module and hence displays the pictorial representation of the GPML file through
the scripting. It brings an interactive interface for the visualisation and the analysis of pathways. Several
modules in Pathvisio++ for the extraction work of information from NCBI database(13) have been extracted
using Perl and combination of BioPerl(14) in it. This helps in extracting the contents with a string match terms
effectively and in a simplistic manner.
B)Modules in PATHVISIO++:
i) Pathway Viewer for Wikipathways:
The objective is to create an interactive Pathway viewer enabling the users to view the pathway as a
visualisation medium and simultaneously creating a JPEG image of it. The image is then split as different
phases and just by clicking the gene in the image, all details can be fetched about the gene clicked. The
underlying principle for this is HTML maps(15) which splits the image into several fragments thus each
fragment having its on functionality.The module implementation is shown in Figure2.

Figure2: Schema Diagram of Module 1 –Pathway Viewer for Wikipthways using GPML files in Pathvisio++

ii) Ontologies for Wikipathways:
Organizing and categorizing pathways is important to help finding relevant knowledge for a given
topic. It can also help to identify related pathways or duplicate information that can be merged. Especially on a
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Wikipathways, where users are free to create context-specific pathways (e.g. focused at a single tissue, cellline or experiment); it is important to provide information about this context. Several biological ontologies
exist that define a vocabulary of biological context that can be used for pathways.The module implementation
is shown in Figure3.

Figure3:Schema Diagram for finding Gene Ontologies in Pathvisio++

iii) Export Pathway as a Fully Annotated Table:
To export a pathway as a simple list of identifiers. To get, instead of a list, a table with not only the
basic identifiers, but as much extra annotation as possible, such as gene name, description, and identifiers
from all large databases such as Ensemble, Entrez, Unigene and Uniprot. The implementation of the module is
shown in Figure4.

Figure4: Schema Diagram for Pathway as Annoated table
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iv) Cellular Location of Genes:
In this module, the users can change the cellular location of the genes of their interest. A user friendly
interface will be provided to the user to enter the co-ordinates of their interest and hence once on entering
the location of their interest, they can easily change the cellular location of the genes. The image newly
created will show the gene in the newly assigned location. This image will also be of JPEG type.Figure5 shows
the implementation of Cellular location of gens in Pathvisio++ and Figure6 depicts the various modules
implementation in the web server application .

Click on the Gene of interest
New window will show the
current location of Gene
Textbox to add the new
co-ordinates of the Gene(x,y)
Save the current location in the
Database
Display the Gene in the newly assigned Location
Figure5:Schema Diagram for change of Cellular Location of Genes in Pathvisio++

Figure6:PATHVISIO++ WEB SERVER (A)JavascriptViewer generated from GPML file using Pathvisio++.Box showing the
Gene of interest clicked on the generated image from (A).Ontologies for Pathways .(C)Pathway as a Fully Annoated table
.(D)Pathvisio++ Webserver Homepage.

CONCLUSION
Pathvisio++, an online server is an upgraded version of Pathvisio. It has taken into
consideration the limitations of Pathvisio and also has several unique features to itself. So to enable all the
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features, the GPML file has been first interpreted and all the useful information for drawing the image has
been identified and with a powerful PHP algorithm, the pathway image has been drawn in JPEG format.
It is later disintegrated into several small fragments where the user can click on the gene of interest and all
information can be retrieved about the gene that has been clicked. This is done using HTML maps. The
ontology module shows the list of ontologies related to the gene and on clicking the ontology; it shows
the ontology flow for the gene with the functions. This information can be used in knowing the function
of the gene in various ontologies, i.e. the maximum possible functions of the gene. Thus user can also
change the cellular location of the gene.Pathvisio++ provides all the necessary information required for
a gene by interpreting a GPML file that is reserved to Wikipathways alone. Thus a tool that can be
interactive with a GPML file format is an advantage to the user.
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